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We propose an active vision system for saccadic camera movement and scene analysis as a
new integral approach to image understanding. The model consists of several subsystems
for preattentive foveal texel analysis and salient feature detection, image recognition by
hypercolumnar representation, scanpath based object recognition with sparsely coded
associative memories, an egocentric interest map for interaction of image induced and
knowledge based targets and a camera control module.

1 Introduction

As a part of a long term research project we investigate the behavioural aspects of the human visual
system. Speci�c structures (i.e., fovea, hypercolumns, associative memory) and functional principles
(i.e. geometric information processing by 2{dimensional mapping) typical for natural neural systems
are used to construct a hierarchy of interacting modules to generate complex behaviour [8]. This
architecture is considered as an implementation of a saccadic eye movement system by means of a
neural instruction set [15].

With these concepts, we try to explore computer vision for a mobile stereo camera system to simplify
computational theory constraints [2]. We use an active vision approach, with the system controlling
its own input information ow, to reduce the amount of data. Every level of processing is able to
concentrate on di�erent loci using only the speci�c information necessary for its behavioural tasks.

In this paper we propose an image understanding subsystem for a static 2{dimensional scene analysis
and object recognition by means of camera movements. In our work we regard the scenery as an
external memory bu�er. By using a mapping based fovea model [4, 7] with a space{variant area
magni�cation factor we limit the visual �eld to a small area of high resolution to recognize �ne
characteristic details (e.g., textures, curvatures). In the periphery a salient feature detector can give
hints for interesting points to gaze next. Therefore all image details are in competition to be gazed
at in the next saccade. On the other hand, an object recognition system tries to verify its object
hypothesis by claiming saccade targets.

The two subsystems interact by an interest map (similar to the world map in [1]) covering the whole
scene, in which both demands interact. Our interest map is proposed as a central integration facility
and is able to incorporate future modules. It evocates both information{guided and event{triggered
camera movements analogous to a human scan path to foveate details. The map is separated into
an excitatory and inhibitory section, and is modelled on base of a continuous time scale, allowing to
"forget" targets by relaxation and di�usion processes.

2 Salient Feature Detection and Saccadic Scanpath

Psychophysics and neurophysiology actually do not provide a closed theory of salient feature detec-
tion, but give some hints to construct such detectors.

Visual search investigations using textons with di�erent attributes lead to the conclusion that there
are (fast, parallel) preattentive and (slow, sequential) attentive recognition systems in humans [14].
Certain types of texels can be immediately found and foveated. There also is neurophysiological
evidence for the existence of specialized feature detecting cells [16].

We propose three approaches to construct such a detector:

� temporal events
A reliable method to evocate predictable saccades is to generate solitary temporal changes in
the visual �eld. A simple detector for temporal changes could emulate this function.

�Edited version, originally published in: T. Kohonen et al. (ed.), Arti�cial Neural Networks, Proc. of
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� texture segmentation
A robust and rich object representation can be constructed searching for regions by means of
a complete image segmentation and placing a saccadic target inside. This straight forward
approach is to prefer if region �nding and high resolution recognition are using the same
recognition paradigms.

� feature densities
By looking on features (feature densities) which are di�erent from their surroundings or char-
acteristic for an object, we can achive a sampling strategy which minimizes the number of
sampling points having a maximum di�erent local information. A Moravec interest opera-
tor can reduce the amount of correlation computations. Biological relevant features seem to
be gray values, simple line elements, end{stops, crossings and blobs. Boundaries of occluded
objects are also often detectable with this feature set.
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Figure 1: The scheme of
our salient feature detec-
tor and our interest map.
After every saccadic move-
ment the �xated part of
the scene is foveally com-
pressed. In the periph-
ery several features are
detected in separate sus-
tained channels. One tran-
sient channel keeps atten-
tion for temporal events.
All channels and veri-
�cation requirements by
the object data base are
summed up in the exci-
tatory part of the inter-
est map. The inhibitory
part is used by the cam-
era control module to keep
track of locations already
�xated.
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x view centered image coordinates
y mapped coordinates (fovea)
z egocentric interest map coordinates

M : lR2 ! lR2; x! y foveal mapping
V : lR2 ! lR2; y ! z foveal backmapping and camera position shift

for detector entry in interest map
I; Istat(z; tj); Idyn(z; tj) image, interest map entries (static & dynamic channel)

Wstat(y);Wdyn(y) space{variant weighting (static & dynamic channel)
fi; wi; Fi(y) feature i, weighting of channel i, channel output i

i;N feature template index, number of features

Table of variable and function denotations



We implemented the last possibility for computational reasons. A scheme is shown in �gure 1. The
use of the same symbols before and after the convolutions and for the transformed view area has the
obvious meaning. Spherical coordinates for the interest map support the egocentric representation
of the scene.

After preprocessing (foveation, high weighting of periphery, DoG convolution) we do a correlation
analysis between our features and the image. Because saliancy can be conceived by changes we
�nally convolve our feature channels with a very coarse DoG �lter kernel. If we act in a speci�c
environment we can adapt our detectors as well as the peripheral area compression factor in a speci�c
manner [4]. New targets in this view map can be added to our interest map. Without considering
thresholds the salient feature detector computes two terms Istat and Idyn at the end of a segregated
�xation period tj by a weighted summation. These two terms are de�ned to zero outside the view.
The module in connection with the interest map will provide a saccadic scanning behaviour without
any object knowledge.

3 Object Representation and Recognition by means of
Foveal Gaze Images and their Scanpath

3.1 Basics

The e�ciency and elegance of visual processing on the base of saccadic eye movement leads to the
question, if a sequential recognition process on the base of a series of foveal images can be used for
an e�cient object recognition. Although recognition can be done without any eye movements, it is
also evident that for objects extending the area of the fovea or intensive examination of a scene, we
normally do use eye movements.

A complete vision system will have to perform well in both cases and eventually could use a single
representation for them, which the recognition processes can access sequentially (for saccades) or
parallel (for one step recognition in the fovea). As a �rst attempt we propose a saccadic object
recognition model based on a specialized "saccadic representation".

Due to some psychophysical results, Noton and Stark [9, 10] have discussed the hypothesis of a
speci�c scanpath, which each individual uses to recognize a certain object or picture. On the other
hand Yarbus [18] has shown that the scanpath is critically dependent on "cognitive" tasks. We
think there is another strong argument against Notons conclusion that a simple chained and directed
representation of the scanpath is appropriate for object recognition: in general, the scanpath will
have to start at an arbitrary target because we cannot predict which target will be gazed at �rst.

We propose a more e�cient way of representation by storing the targets as an (unordered) set of
elements with some properties including the target position relative to an arbitrary but �xed origin
for every object. From this position data, we can simply calculate every scanpath, and need not to
rely on assumptions like the individual scanpath hypothesis by Noton. The model is therefore able to
recognize objects with new interest points not stored in memory, and as well can skip stored views,
if the actual seen object misses them (e.g. because of occlusion). This form of representation is not
in conict to the psychophysical �ndings of Noton and Stark, because the actual chosen scanpath
nevertheless depends on the environment and the initial position, and will be exactly reproduced if
environmental conditions are the same.

3.2 Semantic Net Approach

A straight forward way to construct such a system is to use the well known semantic net approach.
Here an object is represented as a number of nodes connected by attributed links. A node describes
a single pattern within an object and an attributed link corresponds to a saccade (see �gure 2).
To generate a knowledge based saccade we also have to know the object centered pattern postions.
Recognition performance can be improved if a transition probability is assigned to links. This type
of model can be described by augmented hidden markov models [13].

3.3 Sparsely Coded Associative Memory Approach

As an alternative to the semantic net approach we use a system consisting of heteroassociative
memories and coupled di�erential equations, which has the advantage of continuous hypothesis con-
stituation. The associative memory model used is of the type proposed by Willshaw et al. [17] and
mathematically analyzed by Palm [11].

The system suggests, that some sort of classifying pattern recognition system is used to generate
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Figure 2: Patterns and their
spatial attributes are related
to an object. To do saccades
additional information is nec-
essary (not shown).

correlation values between the actual input image (of the fovea) and a (preferably large) set of
stored patterns. The detailed properties of this pattern recognition system are not interesting here,
although the object recognition will of course heavily bene�t from translational or scaling invariance.
Because the recognition is done on fovea images selected by the attentional subsystem, some tuning
to the texel types may be usefull. The system we use is based on hypercolumnar representations in a
scale space stored to classifying sparsely coded associative memory and is comprehensively described
in [5, 6].

If we think of the representation as a pattern/object relation, it is appropriate to store this infor-
mation in a pattern{object matrix Q where an element qij denotes the weight with which pattern i
"belongs" to object j. To store the position of the patterns in an object, we can use another (complex
valued) matrix R, which holds the relative position of pattern i in object j. Of course, both matrices
will be very sparse in case of realistic numbers of patterns and objects, and therefore can be repre-
sented as 2{dimensional lists internally. For the generation of the object hypothesis and the proposed
�xation targets, we use structures called object{accumulator respectively pattern{accumulator.

The recognition process takes place in three steps:

� The pattern histogram is multiplied to the pattern/object relation matrix and the result is
added to the object accumulator. If the maximum value of this accumulator satis�es a threshold
condition, the corresponding object is taken as a �rst hypothesis.

� With the object hypothesis and the last two �xations, the di�erence between the last real
saccade and the assigned stored position data is calculated as an error measure. This position
error inhibits the object hypothesis in the object accumulator.

� If the hypothesis is already valid, all patterns assigned to the object are calculated by multi-
plying the object accumulator to the transposed pattern/object matrix and adding the result
to the pattern accumulator where all real �xated patterns have been subtracted. As a result
of this operation the positions of all patterns with positive values are calculated and marked
in the interest map.

The model can be described mathematically as a set of two types of di�erential equations (describing
the object hypothesis generation and the target hypothesis generation) coupled by two memory
matrices.

n, m � lN number of patterns and number of objects stored
t, t0 � lR+ present time and time of last saccade
Q � lRn�m pattern object relation matrix
R � Cl n�m matrix for pattern position in object

p(t) � lNn pattern histogram (correlation values to stored patterns)
a(t) � lRm object accumulator (for object hypothesis)
b(t) � lRn pattern accumulator (for �xation hypothesis)

fN (p) lNn ! lNn suppression of irrelevant patterns
fQ(a) lRm ! lBm object selection (object hypothesis)
fP (b) lRn ! lBn pattern selection (next �xation)
d(t) � lR+ position error

Table of variable and function denotations



fN may be a simple threshold function, while fP and fQ are maximum detection functions controlled
by a minimum threshold.

The two central equations for the object and the pattern accumulators are given here in a continuous
time form:

da(t)

dt
= ��aa(t) + fN(p(t))Q� d(t)fQ(a(t)) (4)

db(t)

dt
= ��bb(t) + fP (a(t))Q

T (5)

The position error can be calculated with:

d(t) =
�
RfQ(a(t)) �RfP (fN(p(t)))� RfQ(a(t)) � RfP (fN(p(t

0)))
�2

4 Subsystem Interaction by an Interest Map

For a smooth transition between image induced saccades and knowledge based saccades, we propose
a continuous valued map of interest points centered to the actual optical axis of the camera. The
two subsystems and the camera can register their information into the excitatory section Iex and the
inhibitory section Iin of this map (see below). The camera control enters Icam for already �xated
positions. The object recognition subsystem does so tith Iobj for object hypothesis veri�cation
requirements. Since one view does not cover the whole scene, changes can be made whithout being
noticed by the system. For this reason we introduce a relaxational term �I in the two sections of the
map which allows to look at points after some time again. Spatial di�usion D�I locally distributes
the activity over the map, so the camera control system can cope with the integration of positional
errors. With this kind of map the control system can easily calculate the next target by summing
up the two sections and computing the maximum.

dIex(t)

dt
= �(1� �ex)Iex(t)

���
view

� �exIex(t) + Istat + Idyn + Iobj +Dex�Iex(z) (6)

dIin(t)

dt
= ��inIin(t) + Icam +Dex�Iex(z) (7)

5 Current Implementation and Overall Description
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Figure 3: The principal process structure and interactions of the submodules

Our dynamic stereo camera system including the control computer is mounted on a mobile robot
and fully connected to a network of sun workstations. Since our recognition system is monocular at



present time, we are using only one camera for image aquisition. We have implemented a semantic
network module [3] for object recognition and a texel based salient feature detector for analyzing
static scenes [12]. Continuous informations for the semantic network are transformed into lists.
Objects are learned automaticly or interactivly with proposals given by the salient feature detector.
Two exploratory strategies (spiral, random) are chooseable to search for objects at large, uniform
areas. This is necessary for automatic learning of single objects. A system overview is shown in
�gure 3.

6 Outlook

We presently are introducing self{organizing aspects at every level of processing. Alternatively to the
feature correlation approach we also face a texture based image segmentation enabling the system to
use additional target criteria and unsupervised object learning. In addition to this we are working
on the integration of already existing modules for shading and stereo based depth detection into the
system, extending the interest map to a general module interface including depth information. Also
some work is done on using a scale{invariant pattern recognition which in combination with depth
information will allow the system to do real 3{D saccadic object recognition.
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